Perception Software Signs Partnership
Agreement with Siemens PLM Software
Provides seamless EDA client integration to Teamcenter
AUSTIN, Texas, March 11 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Perception Software today
announced an agreement with Siemens PLM Software to integrate Perception’s
EDAConnect(TM) family of products with Siemens PLM Software’s Teamcenter(R)
product lifecycle management (PLM) software portfolio. As part of this
agreement Perception Software will sell and support EDAConnect integrated
directly with Teamcenter as a Siemens Solution Program PLM Software Partner.
The product will be marketed as EDAConnect-Teamcenter.

Perception Software’s EDAConnect-Teamcenter product family include:
EDAConnect-PCB for integrating electronic systems design tools from Cadence
Design Systems, Mentor Graphics, Zuken, and other EDA tool vendors;
EDAConnect-SiP for integrating system-in-package tools from Cadence; and
EDAConnect-ADW for integrating Cadence’s Allegro Design Workbench. The
EDAConnect-Teamcenter family of products gives electronic engineers and
designers relevant enterprise data during the product design cycle, enabling
better engineering decisions and fewer re-designs. Using EDAConnectTeamcenter engineers spend more time designing and less time searching for
data or performing administrative tasks.

“Through a strategic combination of internal development and third-party
partnerships, Siemens PLM Software has a long history of providing our
customers with the best-in-class tools they need to meet their business
challenges,” said Steve Bashada, vice president of Teamcenter Applications,
Siemens PLM software. “The welcome addition of Perception Software to our
partnership program further expands the ability for our Teamcenter customers
to select from a broad spectrum of high quality solutions.”
“Siemens PLM Software’s Teamcenter application is considered the leader in
engineering product lifecycle management functionality. We think high-tech
electronics and semiconductor customers will be very pleased with the
combination of EDAConnect and Teamcenter,” said Joe Dalton, CEO of Perception
Software.
About Perception Software
Founded in 2005, Perception Software provides engineering productivity
applications for electronic design engineers and managers. Based in Austin,
TX, the company is privately held. For more information, please visit
www.perceptionsoftware.com.
Siemens and the Siemens logo are registered trademarks of Siemens AG.
Teamcenter is a registered trademark of Siemens Product Lifecycle Management
Software Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and in other
countries.
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